SCOM: Spatiotemporal Constrained Optimization for Salient Object Detection.
This paper presents a novel model for video salient object detection called spatiotemporal constrained optimization model (SCOM), which exploits spatial and temporal cues, as well as a local constraint, to achieve a global saliency optimization. For a robust motion estimation of salient objects, we propose a novel approach to modeling the motion cues from optical flow field, the saliency map of the prior video frame and the motion history of change detection, which is able to distinguish the moving salient objects from diverse changing background regions. Furthermore, an effective objectness measure is proposed with intuitive geometrical interpretation to extract some reliable object and background regions, which provided as the basis to define the foreground potential, background potential, and the constraint to support saliency propagation. These potentials and the constraint are formulated into the proposed SCOM framework to generate an optimal saliency map for each frame in a video. The proposed model is extensively evaluated on the widely used challenging benchmark data sets. Experiments demonstrate that our proposed SCOM substantially outperforms the state-of-the-art saliency models.